Abstract-Practical quantum key distribution gain is usually less than the theoretical limit, this is due to the imperfection of physical devices, quantum channels, and the lost qubits due to test carried out for for the identification of the presence of an eavesdropper and the consequence reduction of obtained knowledge. In this paper a technique is presented to recover some of the unused qubits which result in an increase in the gain of the QKD protocols, in this research it was found that for the BB84 the recovered qubits can be as much as 11% of the initial key bits. This technique is based on discovering the relationship between the initial key bits and the original random bits which will aid in the recovery process of the unused qubits ( unused qubits are the bits which are assumed to be lost at the start of the process due to the random process and for BB84 it is assumed to be around 50% of the generated key bits).
[8] [9] intention is to agree on a key over quantum and non-quantum channels in order to use the proved [11] [12] secured cryptographic encryption protocol named Vernam's one-time pad, Unfortunately the key size generated is smaller than the generated pulses of quantum sates (photons) in a multiple of magnitudes. In a study using BB84 protocol [10] the ratio between the generated pulses and the finally agreed key is around 950:1, and the ratio between the received qubits to the final key is about 19%, it is even less than that for B92 [2] and E91 [3] . To increase the size of the key, one may use the pseudo-random bit generation (PRBG) algorithms [13] [14] with the seed being the key agreed on by the two parties. It should be noted that not any PRBG is suitable for cryptographic use, and only if PRBG passes the next-bit prediction test then, it is called cryptographically secured pseudo-random bit generator (CSPRBG) [13] . In section III we will discus the reasons for the loss of QKD protocols; section IV discuses the proposed method of recovering unused quantum bits (RUQB), section V concludes the paper.
II. QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION (QKD)
The basic element of quantum key distribution will be illustrated using the the original four -state QKD protocol developed by Bennett and Brassard in 1984 known as "BB84" protocol [10] . In this case it is assumed that the individual photons serve as the quantum bits for the protocol , or more precisely, the polarization states of individual photons. The protocol start by one of the parties transmitting a sequence of photons to the other party. The parties publicly agree to make use of the two distinct polarization bases which are chosen to be maximally non-orthogonal.In a completely random order, a sequence of photons are prepared in states of definite polarization in one or other of the two chosen bases and transmitted by one of the parties to the other through a channel that preserves the polarization. The photons are measured by the receiver in one or the other of the agreed upon bases, again chosen in a completely random order. The choices of bases made by the transmitter and receiver thus comprise two independent random sequences. Since they are independent random sequences of binary numbers, about half of the basis choices will be the same and are called the "compatible" bases, and the other half will be different and are called the "incompatible" bases. The two parties compare publicly, making use for this purpose of a classical communication channel, the two independent random sets of polarization bases that were used, without revealing the polarization states that they observed.
III. REASONS FOR LOSS
Gilbert et al [15] has shown that the state function for a coherent state produced by the laser pulse is given by
where e ilψ is the phase factor, ψ is the quantum mechanical phase. In this case both can be neglected, as they have no effect on the probability of the number of photons l generated, µ is defined as the expectation value of the number operator, and in practice the mean number of photons per pulse. Therefore it is clear that the number of photons produced in each pulse is thus characterized by a Poisson distribution.
From equation (1) the probability a state |l is being generated has the value of e −µ µ l l! , if we denote it by χ(µ, l), which is the probability that a laser pulse (in a stream of pulses characterized by µ) will contain exactly l photons and thus χ(µ, l) = e −µ µ l l! , and the probability of generating more than two photons is
. Therefore in order to prevent an eavesdropper from beam splitting the transmitted pulse, it is necessary to reduce the probability of producing more than one photon, in order to do so we have to select µ to be very small, say around µ = 0.1, hence the probability of a pulse containing two or more photons will be ψ ≥2 (0.1) = 1 − e −0.1 − 0.1e −0.1 = 0.0047, and the probability of producing only one photon is χ(0.1, 1) = 0.09 ≈ 0.1.
The efficiency of QKD gain is affected by the amount of attenuation α that characterizes the propagation loss of the quantum channel, the efficiency of the detector of Bob η, the probability of the detector indicating a false click when no event has occurred (dark count probability) r d , as well as the protocol itself.
Error correction process which is carried through the non-quantum channel can reveal more information {about} an eavesdropper that needs to be eliminated or reduced, Another process named privacy amplification which is aimed to reduce the information that an eavesdropper may gain without the legitimate parties noticing that (by beam-splitting or intercept/resend methods), which results in yet more bits being eliminated, hence more loss.
For example BB84 probability of matching the bases is 50% from all received pulses, test for Eve takes around 50% from the matched bases which leaves only 25% to start error correction and privacy amplification. This will only leave around 19%. B92 probability of agreeing on the bit is 25%, testing for Eve also takes 50% which leaves only 12.5% to start error correction and privacy amplification, E91 has the same problem.
A number of researchers have already tried to solve this problem in a multi-dimensional space; one dimension is enhancing the physical devices, channels, parameters and implementation, such as single photon generators and detectors [20] , [19] , [22] , another dimension is changing or enhancing the protocols [4] , [5] , [9] , a third is to try and increase the information content in the quantum states used in Qutrit and four-state quantum elements [18] , [21] . A forth is using other quantum phenomena similar to EPR and entangling atoms with photons [17] , [3] , [21] .
The purpose of this research is to develop a method for recovering unused quantum bits (RUQB). This will enhance efficiency of QKD, since the enhancement can be used for any QKD, the examples, calculations, and implementations in this research will be based on BB84 since it is the first, simplest and well known QKD algorithm.
IV. RECOVERING UNUSED QUANTUM BITS (RUQB)
Most QKD algorithms starts by using random (not a pseudorandom) numbers generated by any physical phenomena , allot of such random numbers are used for testing the presence of an eavesdropper which reduces the gain of the protocol. RUQB is based on the idea of recovering unused bits, the actual recovery process will concentrate on recovering such random numbers by making use of the agreed bits from the random number list. The following will emphasize RUQB:
1) Alice generate a set of n random bits A = {a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a n−1 }, n = 2 l−1 , where l ∈ Z. 2) Alice encode the bits into quantum states to have Q = {|q 0 , |q 1 , · · · , |q n−1 } and sends the quantum states to Bob.
3) Bob measures each quantum state received based on any QKD method to obtain B = {b 0 , b 1 , · · · , b n−1 }. 4) Alice and Bob start a sifting process based on the same QKD method result in F (set of agreed on locations of bits). 5) Alice and Bob directly compare |F | 2 bits to estimate the number of errors e T and its percentage given by = 2e T |F | , if the percentage is more than a threshold t they abort the protocol and start again, if not they start an error correction process to eliminate the set E of bits to obtain the initial key string 
g) Alice calculate r = i∈L a i , a i ∈ A. h) if r = R a then modify L by selecting and deleting an item i l ∈ L that after recalculating r result in r = R a . i) Alice key is K a = {k i }, such that
once Bob receives L he will calculate the following:-a) l = log 2 n + 1.
Note that the gain G can be calculated as
where |F | the size of the sifted key {for BB84 it is approximately n 2 and B92 is approximately n 4 }, |E| is the expected number of bits to be eliminated if there is an error, in the best case the algorithm eliminates only the errors, but this is not the case 1 , l = log 2 n + 1 , P clu the probability that the calculated location of RUQB will not be used within the initial key {for BB84 approximately it is 1 2 , for B92 3 4 }, P cv probability of correct value found at unused location and it is approximately 1 2 , P lr is the probability of redundant locations which is random generator dependent.
For large value of n (i.e. n l) , G is approximated as
In this paper RUQB will be discussed and present using two different working conditions; with or without errors.
A. RUQB with the absence of errors
if we assume that the quantum channel is error free and Eve is not eavesdropping on the quantum channel then |E| = 0, therefore G is given by equation 10.
Now BB84 gain is estimated as given by
Maximum gain can be obtained when their is no redundancy 2 . BB84 maximum gain is about 6.25% of n.
1 it depends on the algorithm used to eliminate those errors, Shannon estimated the minimum limit for the number of bits that need to be communicated to eliminate errors based on the probability of error for each transmitted bit to be nh( ), some algorithms need xnh( ), where x ≥ 1[15]. 2 random generators generate n different patterns of size l. Table I lists an average of 100 run for each selected n, figure 2 and 3 shows the gain G and the probability of redundancy P lr of runs of 512 qubit. Figure 4 and 5 is for 16384 qubits. Based on multiple runs and the constant value of G% = G n 100% ≈ 5.5% (the last column in Table I ), P lr was estimated to be around 12% (not including the numbers that are not 2 l−1 ).
Note that the probability of redundant locations P lr varies from 2% to 27% for a list of 512 qubits while groups around 11.5% for 16384 qubits (see Figures 3 and 5) . Figure 5 shows a narrow range for the probability P lr (between 10% to 14%).
B. RUQB With the presence of errors
If the quantum channel is not error-free and/or Eve is eavesdropping on the quantum channel then errors will be within the sifted key and they should be eliminated, Shannon theorem estimates the minimum number of bits to be eliminated due to errors/Eve by |E| =
Now under the same conditions BB84 gain is estimated by Figure 1 shows the effect of eavesdropping with different probabilities between 0.0 (no eavesdropping) up to 1.0 (full eavesdropping) on the RUQB gain, which induce errors as if the quantum channel has errors between 0.0 up to 0.25, note the loss of the gain with the increase of errors.
C. RUQB Variable Selection
1) The selection of l = log 2 n + 1 is due to the fact that the same location l i calculated using equation (7) can have two possible values for r i (0 or 1) with equal probability (not to be binary representation dependant). 2) the selection of n = 2 l−1 is due to the fact that location l i has the same probability of being found within the original list of size n after taking the modulus n and so minimizing the probability of redundant location calculation and this will increase the gain G for the same l (compare item 6 and 8 with 7 and 9, respectively in table I).
3) the introduction of R a is to decrease the information that Eve may gain by eavesdropping, as it will not be able to identify the key bits as and when they are in their reverse order.
D. Security of RUQB
In general cases Eve uses a beam-splitting method to obtain information about QKD based on the probability of more than one photon contained within the photon pulse, which is related to the mean number of photons per pulse µ that characterise the photon pulse generator. Intercept/resend method will allow Eve to have access to what Alice or Bob sent or received respectively, as a result Eve will at the some times introduce errors due to her interception.
Based on the value of both µ and errors , one can estimate Fig. 3 . 100 run of 2 9 = 512 qubits, average P (rl) = 10%. the information leaked that need to be eliminated by privacy amplification. In [10] this value was estimated to be:
In this case it is necessary to identify whether RUQB has caused more information to be leaked about the initial and final keys or not. To answer this, we need to assume that RUQB will allow Eve to be in possession of a set L which contains the index of the locations within the initial key, which will contribute to more bits within the final key. This set is of no value to Eve unless any or both of the following conditions hold:-1) All the locations within the initial key that happen to be within L is known. (i.e. for BB84 a specific 11% of the the initial key is known by Eve). 2) A known sequence of l or more bits within the initial key and the start of this sequence must be within L (i.e. with a probability of 0.11 this sequence contribute to new bit).
V. CONCLUSION
Most QKD protocols uses random generated bits or qubits and suffer from a gain problem that need to be solved; in this paper RUQB introduced a new method that is able to recover some of the unused quantum bits.
The recovery is achieved by re-examining the initial 50% of the bits assumed to be lost. This is based on the process of finding the relationship between the random bits generated.
The effect of this recovery as was seen causes a big improvement if it is compared to the percentage of bits which are assumed to be received correctly, which is in the case of the BB84 estimated to be around 19% and in the best case around 25%. Therefore the recovered qubits (5.5%) will improve the above results up to 24.5% in the worst case to 30.5% in the best case. Therefore the recovery process improves the gain by a minimum of 35%.
Also the complexity of RUQB is given by O( |F | log n 2 ), while it is about O( n log n 4 ) for the BB84.
